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Reversing the Trend: More Bases
with Less Computing
Software advancements reduce computing requirements while accommodating the rapidly
expanding sequencing output with the Genome AnalyzerIIx.
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computer hardware. With Illumina’s
recent software advancements,
researchers can expand the scope of

More efficient algorithms and real-time analysis contribute to dramatic reductions
in the time required from DNA to data. (*GAII without RTA)
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SHORTER PATH TO ALIGNED DATA

An important measure of a sequenc-
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ing system’s utility is its overall

Reducing raw sequencing data into

efficiency. For example, the amount

a compact base and quality format

of mappable data produced per day

reduces the need for large data stor-

Reduced Network Utilization

While sequence output has increased, the data per run transferred
from the Genome Analyzer to the
network and to secondary analysis
processing hardware has decreased
by orders of magnitude (Figure 2).
By summarizing data on the instrument computer, network loads are
dramatically reduced. Without these
on-instrument, off-network data reduction techniques, the image output
of a fleet of Genome Analyzers would
cripple most networks. For example,
if a lab chose to export image files, it
could run no more than five instru-
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Table 1: Data Summarization Expands laboratory sequencing capacity
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Reduced Hardware Requirements

The widespread adoption of the
Genome Analyzer has been driven
in part by its ease to use, support for
a range of applications, and suitability for virtually any lab environment. Illumina’s highly efficient
algorithms have allowed significant

The computational efficiency of the

ing image analysis and base calling
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CONCLUSION
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agement. Ultimately, the generation
of more raw sequence will increase
the need for secondary analysis and

Figure 2: Decreasing Network Burden with System Advances
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

GAIIx

For more information about Illumina
Sequencing, please visit
www.illumina.com/sequencing or

1

contact us at the address below.
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Real-time analysis generates base call-level data instead of bulky images or intensity files. This is performed on the instrument workstation, reducing the need for
large file transfer over networks and complex data storage infrastructure.
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